
with truly accurate data

make real time 
decisions

no core 
drilling

minimize installation 

trending now up to 40% 
cheaper

to install than any 

other system

no batteries
no maintenance

no worries
cameras, ultrasonic 

and infrared are a 

thing of the past

indoor guidance 
solution

low maintenance

frogparking.com

frogparking keeps you ahead of the game. empower your parking facility with frogparking’s world first, 
patented lidar indoor guidance system. your visitors will come in feeling cool, calm and collected and ready 
to rock ‘n roll - our system makes it so easy to find a park, quickly.

gone are the days of clunky old technology like cameras, infrared and ultrasonic – frogparking’s indoor 
guidance system is the latest and greatest in tech with plug and play installation, no conduit, servers or core 
drilling, accuracy that laughs at all other systems, and a beautiful design.

when the heat is on and your car park is super busy, users will easily glide into available parks making sure 
that the traffic isn’t getting congested, and users are spending more time shopping, dining and relaxing and 
less time driving. frogparking is the only provider that is EV and autonomous vehicle ready, social media 
integrated, and continually data mining so that you can see trends and insights and increase your revenue.

get accurate data with our 
patented laser technology 
designed specifically for 
parking guidance

quick & easy install

unrivaled accuracy

mounting direct to power rail or light fitting

dimensions 55 x 36 x 26 mm

enclosure high impact, UV resistant, UL rated plastic

detection class 1 (eye safe), laser sensor

circuitry lead free circuit board with RoHS-standard components

operating temp -20 to 80 C

configuration wireless, web based

tech specs

IP rating 67



guidance light

lidar sensorpower rail
trunking

invisible
laser beam 

full color, ultra bright leds.
can service up to 6 lidar
sensors displays green
when 1 or more spaces 
are vacant and red when
all are occupied. 

one lidar sensor per parking
space. mounted on ‘power rail’ 
in the center  of the parking aisle

our eye safe lidar sensor 
is able to detect the 
presence of a vehicle
in the parking space

conceals low voltage DC
cabling and cables from each 
lidar to the guidance lights

indoor guidance 
solution

clean & simple

frogparking.com

100% accurate !


